Leveraging structural approaches: applications of NMR-based screening and X-ray crystallography for inhibitor design.
In the last several years, NMR strategies in drug discovery have evolved from a primarily structural focus to a set of technologies that are non-structural in nature but that have a much greater impact on the identification and optimization of real drug leads. NMR-based screening methods, such as the SHAPES strategy, help rapidly identify good starting points for drug design in a relatively high throughput implementation. The SHAPES method uses simple NMR techniques to detect binding of a limited, but diverse library of low molecular weight, soluble compounds to a potential drug target. SHAPES library compounds are derived largely from molecular frameworks most commonly found in known therapeutic agents. The NMR experiments used in these protocols are based on the well-known NMR techniques, and may be applied to targets with no limitation on molecular weight and no requirement for isotope labeling. Following screening, SHAPES hits may be used to guide virtual screening, synthesis of combinatorial libraries, and bias the first compounds that undergo high throughput screening. Integration of the SHAPES strategy with iterative X-ray crystallographic structure determination can be very useful in deriving an initial structural pharmacophore model and achieving significant in vitro potency in a short time frame. Here, examples are provided of how the combination of NMR SHAPES screening, virtual screening, molecular modeling and X-ray crystallography has led to novel drug scaffolds in several drug discovery programs: JNK3 MAP kinase and the fatty acid binding protein, aP2.